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h  i  g  h  l  i g  h  t  s

� A series  of  monolayer  compounds
was  synthesized.

� Their performance  as monolayers
was  investigated  under  static  and
dynamic  conditions.

� Molecular  simulation  used  to  assist
in interpretation  of  experimental
results.

� Increasing  the  hydrophilic  head-
group  with  one  ethylene  oxy
improved  monolayer  lifetime.

� Design principles  for  future  engi-
neering  of  improved  suppressants
were  suggested.
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Seven  chemically  designed  monolayer  compounds  were  synthesized  and  investigated  with  comparison
to  the properties  and water  evaporation  suppression  ability  of  1-hexadecanol  and  1-octadecanol.  Increas-
ing the  molecular  weight  and  polarity  of  the  compound  headgroup  drastically  altered  the  characteristics
and  performance  of the  monolayer  at  the  air/water  interface.  Contrary  to the  common  expectation  the
monolayer’s  lifetime  on the  water  surface  decreased  with  increasing  number  of  ethylene  oxy  moieties,
thus  optimal  performance  for  water  evaporation  suppression  was  achieved  when  only  one ethylene  oxy
moiety was  used.  Replacing  the  hydroxyl  headgroup  with  a methyl  group  and  with  multiple  ethylene
oxy  moieties  resulted  in  a loss  of  suppression  capability,  while  an  additional  hydroxyl  group provided  a
molecule  with  limited  performance  against  water  evaporation.  Theoretical  molecular  simulation  demon-
strated  that  for exceptional  performance,  a candidate  needs  to possess  a high  equilibrium  spreading
pressure,  the  ability  to sustain  a highly  ordered  monolayer  with  a stable  isotherm  curve,  and  low  tilt
angle  over  the  full studied  range  of surface  pressures  by  simultaneously  maintaining  H-bonding  to  the
water  surface  and  between  the  monolayer  chains.
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1. Introduction

Monolayers are one-molecule thick surface films formed by
certain amphiphilic molecules such as fatty alcohols and their
derivatives. They have been used as the basis for a number of dif-
ferent applications, such as, membranes for molecular separations
[1,2], biomedical systems for tissue engineering and drug delivery
[3–5], packaging and coating materials [6,7], and water evapora-
tion mitigation [8].  Water is one of the scarcest resources and it is
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